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MGE Wheat Recap 
Wednesday, February 08, 2006 

Futures Settlements:    Cash:  Minneapolis Rail – Spot – (Basis Mar) 
 
 Settle Chg Today’s 

Volume 

AM 

O.I. 

O.I. 

Chg 

MWH6 409 ½  +7 ½  3480 17885 +124 

MWK6 416 ¾  +8 ¼  1589 9630 +120 

MWN6 422 +10 886 8703 -23 

MWU6 420 ½  +7 ¾  455 5311 +113 

MWZ6 426 ¾  +7 ¼  419 5406 +142 

MWH7 433 +7 9 173 +6 

Totals:   6,857 47,117 +482 

Cash Exchanges: 1,016 
Carlot Receipts: 150 Singles and 5 Trains   

Commentary: 
So much for letting some of the air out of the bubble.  The markets confirmed the up trend today by buying the lower open.  
Fund buying was aggressive in KC as they set new contract highs.  Chicago and Mpls were dragged higher by KC’s 
strength.  Aggressive selling in MWH by Pru, Refco, and UBS pressured Mpls in early trade.  Country Hedging was back 
again today supporting the market with K buying, totaling 300 or so today.  Behind them, ADM was the best buyer on 200 H, 
150 K, and 150 N.  The H/K mostly traded 6 today, and was last quoted as 6 ½ by 6, premium K.  Pru was the best bear 
spreader on 200 at 6.  Fimat bull spread 100 at 6.  ADM bear spread 200 H/N at 11, premium N.  Spreads will remain under 
pressure as the specter of the massive fund long weighs on everyone’s mind and stocks continue to pile up in Duluth.  That 
said, we’re into territory where it’s a slow grind, with a lot of bull spreading interest at levels wider than a nickel.  K/N was 
last quoted as 5 ½ by 5, premium N; N/U traded ¼ inverse in the post and is evenish—call it ½ under by ½ over. U/Z is 7 by 
6, premium Z. HRW continues to garner more premium over HRS as KC continues to be the focal point of the wheat rally. 
 
The USDA is out tomorrow with the monthly S&D and production updates.  All wheat ending stocks are widely expected to 
be reduced, albeit only slightly.  The average trade guess is 536 million bushels, down from last month’s 542.  We expect 
some by class revisions that should lower hard wheat ending stocks and raise SRW ending stocks.   

 
Notice the bullish formation of today’s price action on the 
daily MWN chart.  MWN penetrated the 410-420 
congestion area and settled on a new life-of-contract high 
at 422.  Wheat’s quick recovery from yesterday’s sell-off 
and today’s technical signals will be hard to ignore.  The 
trend appears to be solid.   
 
Iraq is working out the details of their 1 MMT tender, said 
to be with Dreyfus and ADM now.  India is also hashing 
out their needs, but the trade is growing skeptical that 
they’ll import the whole 500 TMT if they do any at all.  
Japan is in tonight, Taiwan is in tonight or the next, 
Jordan next week, and CCC stuff as well.  Export demand 
is robust despite the overblown prices.  –Austin J Damiani 

Protein: 13% 13.5% 14% 15% 

Basis Price: +40 +45 +60 +75 +95 NQ 
Trade Info: train at 40 singles singles at 75  
Change: no comp no comp dn 5 – unch  
Mpls Truck 
To-Arrive Bid 

+0 
dn 5 

+20  
dn 5 

NQ +55 (14.5%) 
dn 5 

Duluth Truck 
To-Arrive Bid 

+20  
unch 

+35 
unch 

NQ +45 (14.5%) 
unch 

Portland  12 % 13% 14% 15% 

Cash Bids 4.46 – 4.57 4.86 – 4.97 5.26 – 5.37 5.50 – 5.61 

Chg up 8 up 8 up 8 up 8 

Portland cash bids for DNS were 8 higher keeping with MWH.  Exporter offers for 

April FOB were a penny lower. 


